
PREFACE 

To present the stated work this thesis is outlined in 7 chapters. An outline of 

the problem, objectives and design methodologies are presented in chapter. To 

analyze the existing approaches for the proposed work an extensive literature survey 

is carried out. The summarized outline of this literature is presented in chapter 2. The 

basic approaches for fault minimization or detection approaches are referred and their 

operating principal with processing limitations is analyzed. To develop fault tolerance 

logic for memory application, a generalized description to fault tolerance and its 

methodology is outlined in chapter 3. This chapter outlines the nature of faults 

encountered during memory coding and its effect on memory application. The 

limitation to self correcting fault tolerance is summarized in this chapter. The 

approach of self correcting logic is observed to be more effective in memory 

application; however the fault tolerance under multi-bit fault is not developed. To 

present a fault tolerance coding for multiple bits an extended approach to “Majority 

Logic Detector” (MLD) [9] is proposed. The proposed “Extended-MLD logic” (E-

MLD) is outlined in chapter 4. The design approach, operational flow and its testing 

observations are outlined in this chapter. The physical realization of such approach on 

a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) device is also made for evaluating its real 

time interfacing standard. The developed ‘E-MLD’ approach for soft error tolerance is 

then improved for permanent physical memory faults. The approach of logical 

sparsing for fault free coding is taken as base for this modeling. The fault tolerance 

under permanent fault condition is developed using a hybrid-spares coding called ‘K-

sparse’ for overcoming redundant faults at faster rate. This fault tolerance approach is 

outlined in chapter 5. The functional verification of this coding is outlined and the 

feasibility of realization by targeting to FPGA device is also outlined. For the 



proposed methods overcoming soft and permanent faults, a new coding approach 

called ‘G-bits’ (Group bits) also proposed. This coding provides a high level of fault 

tolerance under transition fault at interconnect signals. The probability of cross over 

or partial discharge faults are considered for such designing. The proposed coding 

approach of G-bit coding is presented in chapter 6. These developed fault tolerance 

coding are tested for various fault condition and density of fault logics in memory 

elements. A comparative evaluation of these methods over the conventional approach 

is outlined in this chapter. Chapter 7 outlines the conclusion drawn for the developed 

work and the future aspects of the research work.  

 

 

 

 

 


